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ng: Data�ow SDK 1.x for Java is unsupported as of October 16, 2018. After August 12, 2020, Data�ow will not

sing Data�ow 1.x and below. See Migrating from Data�ow SDK 1.x for Java

a�ow/docs/guides/migrate-java-1-to-2) for migration guidance.

ocumentation on this page applies only to the Data�ow SDK 1.x for Java.

ata�ow SDK 2.x for Java and the Data�ow SDK for Python are based on Apache Beam. See the documentation

a�ow/model/programming-model-beam) for those SDKs.

The Data�ow SDKs provide an API for reading data from, and writing data to, Google Cloud
Bigtable (/bigtable). The BigtableIO source and sink let you read or write a PCollection of
Bigtable Row objects from a given Bigtable.

ata�ow Bigtable I/O connector is considered experimental and may change in backwards-incompatible ways in

versions of the Data�ow SDK for Java.

an also use the Data�ow HBase Connector (/bigtable/docs/data�ow-hbase), provided as part of the Bigtable 

to read from and write to Bigtable in your pipeline.

Se�ing Bigtable Options

When you read from or write to Bigtable, you'll need to provide a table ID and a set of Bigtable
options. These options contain information necessary to identify the target Bigtable cluster,
including:

Project ID

Cluster ID

Zone ID

The easiest way to provide these options is to construct them using BigtableOptions.Builder
in the package com.google.cloud.bigtable.config.BigtableOptions:
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Reading from Bigtable

To read from Bigtable, apply the BigtableIO.read() transform to your Pipeline object. You'll
need to specify the table ID and BigtableOptions using .withTableId and
.withBigtableOptions, respectively. By default, BigtableIO.read() scans the entire speci�ed
Bigtable and returns PCollection of Bigtable Row objects:

If you want to scan a subset of the rows in the speci�ed Bigtable, you can provide a Bigtable
RowFilter object (/bigtable/docs/go/reference#Filter). If you provide a RowFilter,
BigtableIO.read() will return only the Rows that match the �lter:

tableOptions.Builder optionsBuilder =

new BigtableOptions.Builder()

    .setProjectId("project")

    .setClusterId("cluster")

    .setZoneId("zone");

Scan the entire table.

llection <Row> btRows = p.apply("read",

 BigtableIO.read()

     .withBigtableOptions(optionsBuilder)

     .withTableId("table"));

Read only rows that match the specified filter.

wFilter filter = ...;

llection <Row> filteredBtRows = p.apply("filtered read",

 BigtableIO.read()

     .withBigtableOptions(optionsBuilder)

     .withTableId("table")

     .withRowFilter(filter));

https://cloud.google.com/bigtable/docs/go/reference#Filter
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Writing to Bigtable

To write to Bigtable, apply the BigtableIO.write() transform to the PCollection containing
your output data. You'll need to specify the table ID and BigtableOptions using .withTableId
and .withBigtableOptions, respectively.

Forma�ing Bigtable Output Data

The BigtableIO data sink performs each write operation as a set of row mutations to the target
Bigtable. As such, you must format your output data as a PCollection<KV<ByteString,
Iterable<Mutation>>>. Each element in the PCollection must contain:

The key of the row to be written as a ByteString.

An Iterable of Mutation objects that represent a series of idempotent row mutation
operations.

Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), and code samples are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License
 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0). For details, see the Google Developers Site Policies
 (https://developers.google.com/site-policies). Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its a�liates.
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